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Generally speaking, the present invention relates to the 
portable liquid container art and, more particularly, it 
relates to a manually portable, selectively operable dis 
pensing spout type, carrying container for liquid, so de 
signed as to make a readily portable (usually emergency) 
carrying container for liquids with a self-contained pour 
ing spout available and which, in the present speci?cally 
illustrated form, may also be disposable, although not so ‘ 
limited. 

While applicant is aware of the fact that a very con 
siderable number of portable liquid containers have been 
‘developed in the past, most of these do not contain readi 
ly-useable pouring spouts, nor are they capable of being 
collapsed for small-volume storage prior to use. 

It is further true that prior art portable liquid con 
tainers which include pouring spouts are of a permanent 
nature and too expensively constructed to allow disposal 
immediately after use. ' 

The present invention is so constructed that it may 
be cheaply constructed so as to ‘furnish a portable liquid 
container with a dispensing spout that may be disposed of 
after even one use, although not so limited. Further 
more, it is adapted to be stored, prior to use, in an ex 
tremely small space by reason of being effectively col 
lapsed. ‘ 

Generally speaking, the device of the present invention 
may include: a hollow body, usually consisting of thin 
sheet wall means closed at the bottom (also, usually at. 
the top) and encompassing and de?ning a liquid~carrying 

, chamber, and a hollow dispensing spout having a dispens 
ing end and a bottom and consisting of thin-sheet wall 
means closed at the bottom and de?ning and encompass 
ing a longitudinal hollow duct ?exibly connected adjacent‘ 
the bottom thereof and in ported communication there 

' with. Also included is a selectively disengageable fas~ 
tening means fastening at least a portion of the dispensing 
spout between the bottom and the dispensing end thereof 
in closely adjacent relationship with respect to the hollow 
body. Also, said hollow body may be provided with 
mfanually-graspable handle means adjacent the top there 
0 . - 

From the above description of basic and preferred 
generic forms of the present invention, it will be apparent 
to those skilled in the art that virtually all of the disad 
vantages of prior art manually portable carrying con 
tainers for liquid are virtually entirely eliminated and 
overcome in and through the use of the present inven 
tion. . 

For example, it is obvious that the present invention 
has an easily-accessible, readily-useable pouring spout 
selectively operable at the user‘s discretion. 
For further example, the present invention may be 

constructed out of inexpensive thinésheet materials mak 
ing immediate disposal after even one use economically 

Also, the device may be collapsed or folded 

With the above points in mind, it is an object of the 
present invention to provide a manually portable, selece 
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tively operable dispensing spout type, carrying container 
for liquid, which is of cheap, simple, novel, easy-to-oper 
ate and easy-to-maintain construction capable of readily 
dispensing liquid through said pouring spout and being 
immediately disposable thereafter, if desired. 

Other and allied objects will become apparent to those 
skilled in the art after a careful perusal, examination and 
study of the accompanying illustrations, the present speci 
?cation and the appended claims. 
To facilitate understanding, reference will be made to 

the hereinbelow described drawings, in which: 
Fig. l is a top plan view of one embodiment of the 

present invention; 
Fig. 2 is an end elevational view, as seen from the left 

side of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is 'an end elevational view, as seen from the right 

side of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a front elevational view of the device shown 

in Figs. 1-3; incidentally it should be noted that all of 
the views Figs. 1-4 show the device expanded and con 
taining liquid therein; 

Fig. 5 is a horaizontal sectional view taken in the di 
rection of the arrows V—V in Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing the device in oper 
ational use, and showing the selectively operable dispens 
ing spout in the act of being detached from the upper 
portion of the hollow body; and 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of aspect similar to Fig. 
6, however, this view shows the spout completely detached 
from the upper portion of the hollow body and in the act 
of dispensing liquid into the gas tank of an automobile. 

Generally speaking, the manually portable, selectively 
operable, dispensing spout type, carrying container for 
liquid, of the present invention, may include: a hollow 
body consisting of thin-sheet wall means closed at the 
bottom (and usually at the top) and encompassing and 
de?ning a liquid-carrying chamber; and a longitudinal 
hollow dispensing spout having a dispensing end and bot 
tom consisting of ?exible thin-sheet wall means closed at 
the bottom and de?ning and encompassing a longitudinal 
hollow duct laterally ?exibly connected and ported ad 
jacent the bottom thereof whereby to be in ?exible com 
munication with the liquid-carrying chamber. 

In one‘ preferred form of the present invention, said 
dispensing spout may be intermittently laterally connected 
by selectively manually tearable fastening means fasten 
ing the wall means of the dispensing spout between the 
bottom and the dispensing end thereof in closely adjacent 
side-by-side relationship with respect to the wall means 
of the hollow body, and with the dispensing end upper 
most. 

In the speci?c form illustrated, said hollow body may 
be provided with a manually-graspable handle port ex 
tending through the top thereof above a sealed line clos 
ing said top. 

In the form speci?cally illustrated, the hollow body 1 
consists of thin-sheet wall means closed at the bottom 

. along a sealed line 2, folded over and closed at the top 

60 
along a sealed line 3 and closed at one side along a sealed 
line 4 and encompassing and de?ning a liquid-carrying 
chamber 5; said hollow body 1 being substantially im 

> pervious to liquid adapted to be contained therein for a 
, pre-determined period of time greater than the normal 
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liquid-carrying period of said chamber. Also ‘included 
is a hollow dispensing‘spout 5 having a dispensing end 7 
and a bottom 8 and consisting of ?exible thin-sheet wall 
means closed at the bottom along the sealed line 2 and 
closed at one side along a sealed line 9 and de?ning and 
encompassing a longitudinal hollow duct 10 ?exibly con 
nected adjacent the bottom thereof to the hollow body 1 
adjacent the bottom thereof and in‘ ported communica 
tion therewith, said dispensing spout being substantially 
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impervious to liquid adapted to be dispensed therethrough 
(the dispensing operation is best illustrated in Fig. 7). _ 

In one preferred form of the present invention, said 
1dispensing'spout-6 is intermittently connectedwith fasten 
ingrneans 11f fasteningrlthe lwall'lmeans iofthe dispensing 
‘ spout 6 betweenrthelbottom? andutheidispensingend 7 
thGIEQfztlIl .closely- adjacent sideday-side' relationship ‘with 
respect to thefsealed line "4. alongthe-side-of rthe~wall 
means. of thehollow body 1 between thebottom andv the 
top thereof and with the dispeusin-g‘en'd 7 of the dispensing 
spoutr uppermost .( as illustrated‘ inwPig. .4). ' 

In the presently illustratedifonn'of .the;invention,,:said 
' hollow body 1 is, provided with a rmanuallygraspable 
handle port 512 - extending throughxtheaafolded-overstop 

':thereofizabovesthc sealed: line r3rclosing‘ the trip "of? the 
liquid-carrying chamber 5. . 
FNutnerous modi?cations .and' variations :of Fthe present 

invention will occur to those skilled in theartlafter a 
careful‘ study hereof. rAll‘ suchj'properly‘within ithezbasic 
spirit, scope and/or teachings of the present " invention 
are ‘ intended toabe - included ,and‘rcompreh'ended therein as 

1 fully as if ' speci?cally r described, illustrated and I claimed 
- herein. ' 

For-example, the fastening means‘mayv takeLtheZform 
- of adhesive ‘or cohesive fasteningnreanspor it may_corn 
prise any of a variety of othereasilyedet-achable types ‘of 
fasteners. 
For further'example, .while‘the'present illustrationin 

dicates the'hollowzbodymieans torbe ofzaithin-sh'eet ?exi 
ble (usually plastic) type. of material, anysother ‘type, of 

vthiinsheet'?exiblematerial :(such as paper, impregnated 
cloth, etc.) may ‘*befused dependingzupon ithei'type 0f 

‘ liquid to‘ be contained iwithin the hollow body. 
this also obvious thatthehandle meanslmay-bemodi 

?led to take the form ofiany of ainumberrof other-types 
‘ of handle .rneans .co'operable forcarrying ‘the-‘container 
manuallyror such'handlemeans maybe entirely-elimi 
nated in certain instances. 7 

The exact compositions, ‘con?gurations;relative-posi 
tionings andcooperative relationshipslof the various com 
ponent parts of the present invention arenot critical, 
and‘ may be modi?ed substantially within thelbasic'teach 

. ings, spirit and scope of the present‘invention. 
i The embodiment of the ‘present Linventionspeci?c'ally 

described, illustrated and "claimed herein is exemplary 
‘only, and is not intended torlimit thelscope‘of the present 

. invention, which is intended to be‘ interpreted in (the light 
I of the prior artiand'the appended claims only, withi'due 

' consideration 'for'the doctrine of~equivalents 
I claim: ., 
l- A ‘manually portable,“selectively-operable dispensing 

spout type, emergency container for-liquid, comprising: 
a hollow bodyv'consisting of» ‘thinsheet 'wall means ‘closed 
at the bottom along a sealed line and closed at the‘top ' 

' along a sealed ‘line-and encompassing and de?ning-a liq 
uid-carrying chamber; a'longitudinal hollow dispensing 

' spout having a dispensing vend’and ai'bottom'andrconsish 
ing thin-sheet wall means closed at the >botto1n¢and 
e?ning and encompassing a longitudinal hollow ‘duct 

flexibly connected adjacent {the bottom thereofl'to ‘the 
hollow body aldjacent‘the bottom thereof and iii-‘ported 
‘communication’ therewith, said dispensing spout being I, 

‘ substantially impervious to liquid adapted to be'dispensed ' ' therethrc-ngh for a pre-detern'iinedfperiod of ‘time‘greater 

~ than the’ normal period of contact of said liquid with 
J ‘said ‘dispensing spout; and intermittently laterally-"com 
Vnected, selectively manually tearable, fastening *means, 
"fastening atleast a portion of the dispensingfspout be 
tween the bottom and the‘ dispensingend theréof‘in’lat 

. eral closely adjacent relationship with respect 'to the‘hol 
low body and with the dispensing end uppermost, said'hol 

' lowbc-dy being, provided “with a‘manually’graspable'han 
‘ dle port extending. through the ‘top 

" 'sealedlline closing the top. ' ' 
thereof above f‘the 

‘ A “manually portable,‘ selectively 'operablev dispensing 
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v__spout type, emergency container for liquid, comprising: 
a hollow body consisting of thin-sheet wall means closed 
at the bottom along a sealed line and closed at the top 
along a sealed line and encompassing and de?ning a 
liquid-carrying chamber, said hollow body being substan 
tially impervious to liquid adapted to be contained therein 
for a pre-determined periodof time greater than the nor 
malliquid-carrying‘period ofisaid'rzhamber; a longitudinal 
hollow dispensing ‘spout, having a- dispensingend and a 
bottom and consistingofihimsheetWallvmeans closed at 
the bottom. and de?ning and encompassing a longitudinal 
hollow duct ?exibly connected adjacent the bottom there 
of to‘ thehollow body: adjacentlthe bottom ‘thereof and in 
ported communication. therewith, . said. dispensing spout 
being substantially’ inrpervioustdliquid adapted to be 
dispensed therethrough for a pre-determined period of 

7 ‘time greater than the normal period of contact of said 
>>liquid:-\vith: said; dispensing spout; .and intermittently; lat 

- LeraIIy. :connected;r-selectively. manually tearable,l fasten 
20, 
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ing means : fastening-i at least 1 portionwofx-the dispensing 
‘,spout between‘the-‘bottom~ andathedispensiug end thereof 
in lateral: closelyaadja'cent relationship with respect to the 
hollow body- an'dewithtthe dispensing‘ endiuppermost, said 
hollow‘ .body being :provid‘ed-with» a manually :graspable 
handle portzextendingsthroug‘h-the top thereofabove the 
sealed line closing the top. 
:3. :A-manuallytportablepselectively operable dispensing 

I spout type, emergency t'containerl fonliquid, Y comprising: 
»arhollowabody'monsisting :ofii?exible thin-sheet wall 

30; .means‘closedl'at thelbottom‘ along a'sealedline-and closed 
at the top alongsa isealed, 1ine=and vencompassing and 

-:d‘e?ning a r1iquid=carrying:chamber;~ a longitudinal hol 
slow.'dispensingifspoutlhavinga dispensing end and a 
bottom ‘and lconsisting-#of-?exibb -<thin-sheet wall- means 
closed at the bottom and de?ning’ and encompassing 
a longitudinalhollowductl?exibly connected adjacent the 
bottom thereof- to 5the 5hollow J body (adjacent the bottom 
~1thereof iand ini1ported-communication therewith, said 
disp'ensingisp'out- being-‘substantially impervious to liquid 
adapted to be dispensed*therethroughfor a pro-deter 

of contact of said liquid'with said dispensing spoutyiand 
intermittently ila'tera-lly' ' connected, 1 selectively manually 

*tearable, '‘ fastening ‘ fm'eansllfasteni'ng*at-least' a ‘ portion 
of -' the dispensing'ils'pout“between the bottom 'and the 
dispensing ‘end th‘ere'of?iril'lateralclosely ‘adjacent relation 

='~s'hip-1withrrespect» ‘to? thellhollow "body ‘and with the ‘dis 
pensing ‘end’ uppermost,‘ said‘iltoll'ow‘body being provided 
with a-manually“'graspable‘handle port‘ extending through 
the‘ top-‘thereof ‘ above-ithe-sealed line‘ closing the ‘top. 
~'4. A'manually portablefselectively‘operable dispensing 

gspout‘ type," 'eme'rgencywontainer for‘ liquid, comprising: 
‘a a ' hollow ‘ ‘body consisting‘of' ?exible ‘thin-‘sheet 'wall. 
‘means; closed"at‘the'bottom‘along a‘ sealed‘ use and closed 
'at*-the v‘top: along af‘sealeddine‘"and"encompassing and 
de?ning "a*liquid-carrying"chamber,"said ?exible thin- ' 

' sheet wallmeans "bein'g's'ubstantially ‘impervious to liquid 
adapted to be contained therein for a pre-determined 

'p'eri‘od‘lof time igreater‘th'an‘the normal liquid-carrying 
period-*of’said chamber; ‘a'lon‘gi'tudinal hollow dispensing 
‘spouthaving'aldispensing‘end and a bottom and con 
' 'sisting' of; ‘flexible "thin-sheet‘ wall" means closed' ' at J the 
bottom "and " de?ning " and‘ ‘encompassing : a. ‘longitudinal 

' "hollow ‘duct?'ex'ibly connected 'adja'cént'the "bottom' there 
of to the hollow body‘adjacent the bottom thereof and 

' in ‘ported communication therewith; said'dispensing' spout 
"being- substantially ‘impervious ‘Ito ' ‘liquid ' adapted to be 
dispensed .therethrough ' for .a' pre-dete'rmined ' period. of 

'jtime'igreater'Than“the‘normal period of ‘Contact ‘of said 
‘liquid ‘with ‘said "dispensing “spout; ‘ ‘and intermittently 
‘laterallyconnected, selectively manually ‘tearable ‘fasten 
ing ‘means‘fast‘eningiat'least a portion of the dispensing 
spout between"the"botto‘m and ‘thefdi‘spensing 'end‘thereof 
in ' lateral‘ "closely adjacent ,Trela'tio‘nship "with irespect to 

” the“ renew ‘b'ocly‘ahd ‘with the‘ vdispensing“ end"uppermost, 
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said hollow body being provide‘d'with a manually grasp 
able handle port extending through the top thereof above 
the sealed line closing the top. _ , 

> 5. A manually portable, selectively operable dispensing 
spout type, emergency container for liquid, comprising: 
a hollow body consisting of thin-sheet wall means 
closed at the bottom along a sealed line and closed 
at the top along a sealed line and encompassing and 
de?ning a liquid-carrying chamber; a longitudinal hollow 
dispensing spout having a dispensing end and a bottom 
and consisting of thin-sheet wall means closed at the 
bottom and de?ning and encompassing a longitudinal 
hollow duct ?exibly connected adjacent the bottom there 
of to the hollow body adjacent the bottom thereof and 
in ported communication therewith, said dispensing spout 
being substantially impervious to liquid adapted to be 
dispensed therethrough for a pre-determined period of 
time greater than the normal period of contact of said 
liquid with said dispensing spout; and selectively dis 
engageable fastening means fastening the sealed line 
along the side of the wall means of the dispensing spout 
between the bottom and the dispensing end thereof in 
closely adjacent side-by-side relationship with respect to 
the sealed line along the side of the wall means of the 
hollow body between the bottom and the top thereof 
and with the dispensing end of the dispensing spout 
uppermost, said hollow body being provided with a 
manually graspable handle port extending through the 
top thereof above the sealed line closing the top. 

6. A manually portable, selectively operable dispensing 
spout type, emergency container for liquid, comprising: 
a hollow body consisting of a thin-sheet wall means closed 
at the bottom along a sealed line, closed at the top along 
a sealed line and closed at one side along a sealed line 
and encompassing and de?ning a liquid-carrying cham 
ber; a longitudinal hollow dispensing spout having a 
dispensing end and a bottom and consisting of thin 
sheet wall means closed at the bottom along a sealed 
line and closed at one side along a sealed line and de 
?ning and encompassing a longitudinal hollow duct ?ex 
ibly connected adjacent the bottom thereof to the hollow 
body adjacent the bottom thereof and in ported com 
munication therewith, said dispensing spout being 'sub 
stantially impervious to liquid adapted to be dispensed 
therethrough for a pre-determined period of time greater 
than the normal period of contact of said liquid with 
said dispensing spout; and intermittently laterally con~ 
nected, selectively manually tearable, fastening means fas 
tening the sealed line along the side of the wall means 
of the dispensing spout between the bottom and the dis 
pensing end thereof in closely adjacent side-by~side re 
lationship with respect to the sealed line along the side 
of the wall means of the hollow body between the bot 
tom and the top thereof and with the dispensing end 
of the dispensing spout uppermost, said hollow body being 
provided with a manually graspable handle port extending 
through the top thereof above the sealed line closing the 
top. 

7. A manually portable, selectively operable dispens 
ing spout type, emergency container for liquid, compris 
ing: a hollow body consisting of thin-sheet wall means 
closed at the bottom along a sealed line, closed at 
the top along a sealed line and closed at one side 
along a sealed line and encompassing and de?ning a 
liquid-carrying chamber, said hollow body being sub 
stantially impervious to liquid adapted to be contained 
therein for a pre-determined period of time greater than 
the normal liquid-carrying period of said chamber; a 
longitudinal hollow dispensing spout having a dispensing 
end and a bottom and consisting of thin-sheet wall means 
closed at the bottom along a sealed line and closed at one 
side along a sealed line and de?ning and encompassing a 
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longitudinal hollow'duct ?exibly connected adjacent the 
bottom thereof to the hollow body adjacent the bottom 
thereof and in ported communication therewith,’ said dis 
pensing spout being substantially impervious to liquid 
adapted to be dispensed therethrough for a pre-determined 
period of time greater than the, normal period ofjcontact 
of said liquid with said dispensing spout; and intermittently 
laterally connected, selectively manually tearable, fasten 
ing means fastening the sealed line along the side of the 
wall means of the dispensing spout between the bottom 
and the dispensing end thereof in closely adjacent side-by 
side relationship with respect to the sealed line along the 
side of the wall means of the hollow body between the 
bottom and the top thereof and with the dispensing end 
of the dispensing spout uppermost, said hollow body be 
ing provided with a manually graspable handle port ex 
tending through the top thereof above the sealed line 
closing the top. 

8. A manually portable, selectively operable dispens 
ing spout type, emergency container for liquid, compris 
ing: a hollow body consisting of ?exible thin-sheet wall 
means closed at the bottom along a sealed line, closed at 
the top along a sealed line and closed at one side along a 
sealed line and encompassing and de?ning a liquid-carry 
ing chamber; a longitudinal hollow dispensing spout hav 
ing a dispensing end and a bottom and consisting of 
?exible thin-sheet wall means closed at the bottom along 
;a sealed line and closed at one side along a sealed line 
and de?ning and encompassing a longitudinal hollow duct 
?exibly connected adjacent the bottom thereof to the hol 
low body adjacent the bottom thereof and in ported 
communication therewith, said dispensing spout being 
substantially impervious to liquid adapted to be dispensed 
therethrough for a pre~determined period of time greater 
than the normal period of contact of said liquid with said 
dispensing spout; and intermittently laterally connected, 
selectively manually tearable, fastening means fastening 
the sealed line along the side of the wall means of the 
dispensing spout between the bottom and the dispensing 
end thereof in closely adjacent side-by-side relationship 
with respect to the sealed line along'the side of the wall 
means of the hollow body between the bottom and the 
top thereof and with the dispensing end of the dispensing 
spout uppermost, said hollow body being provided with 
.a manually graspable handle portextending through the 
top thereof above the sealed line closing the top. 

9. A manually portable, selectively operable dispensing‘ 
spout type, emergency container for liquid, comprising: 
a hollow body consisting of ?exible thin-sheet wall means 
closed at the bottom along a sealed line, closed at the 
top along a sealed line and closed at one side along a 
sealed line and encompassing and de?ning a liquid-carry 
ing chamber, said ?exible thin-sheet wall means being 
substantially impervious to liquid adapted to be contained 
therein for a predetermined period of time greater than 
the normal liquid-carrying period of said chamber; a 
longitudinal hollow dispensing spout having a dispensing 
end and a bottom and consisting of ?exible thin-sheet wall 
means closed at the bottom along a sealed line and closed 
at one side along a sealed line and de?ning and encom 
passing a longitudinal hollow duct ?exibly connected 
adjacent the bottom thereof to the hollow body adjacent 
‘the bottom thereof and in ported communication there 
with, said clispensing‘spout being substantially impervious 
to liquid adapted to be dispensed therethrough for a pre- ‘ 
determined period of time greater than the normal period 
of contact of said liquid with said dispensing spout; and in 
termittently laterally connected, selectively manually tear~ 
able, fastening means fastening the sealed line along the 
side of the wall means of the dispensing spout between the 
bottom and the dispensing end thereof in closely adjacent 
side-by-side relationship with respect to the sealed line 




